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of Praise" Symphony. The latter completes the whole 
of the symphony, the previous movements having appeared 
in Nos. 42 and 46. The advantage of having the entire 
work not only admirably arranged for the organ, but well 
spaced out in the printing, is obvious to every organist, 
and needs no further commendation. For performances of 
Mendelssohn's familiar work in churches and places wbere 
only an organ is available, this arrangement of the 
symphony will be found indispensable. The transcription 
as well as that of the Spohr overture, has been well done 
by Mr. W. A. C. Cruickshank. 

It may be taken for granted that Mr. Hoyte always 
writes effectively for the instrument upon which he is so 
skilful a performer. In the present work he not only has 
something interesting to say, but expresses it in an attractive 
manner. The main theme of the piece is aw busy semi- 
quaver phrase for the lighter stops of the organ- softness 
and lightness being, in fact, the predominating features 
throughout. The middle section, in G flat, is a chorale 
registered for the voix celestes, and forms an effective 
contrast to the skittish impetuosity of the B flat portion. 
The Scherzo, which is inscribed to Sir Walter Parratt, will 
prove an excellent recital piece, and is sure to make its way. 

Ncue Lieder und Dxette (New Songs and Duets). By 
Peter Cornelius. Vol. 3. Edited by Max Hasse, with 
English text by Olga L. Sturm. 

Tzaelve Poems. By Gottfried Keller. Set for solosoice, 
with pianoforte accompaniment by Felix Weingartner. 
OP. 22. English version by Olga L. Sturm. 

[Breitkopf and Hartel.] 
THE songs of Peter Cornelius, who, it may be remem- 

bered, died in x874, have of late been heard on several 
occasions in London concert-rooms. Vocalists seem to 
find them grateful to sing in spite of a German authority 
having written them dowr as possessing " uncomfortable 
voice parts," and English critics have bestowed on them 
those glowing adjectives which public singers likc to have 
hovering round their names. The duets under notice are 
four in number, the first of which is entitled " Im Sternen- 
nacht " (" When starry night "), poem by Paul Heyse. This 
is written for two sopranos, but the second voice only 
ascends to the fourth space. The melody is simple, but 
possesses the charm of a folk-song. The text of the second 
lyric, " Des Nachts wir uns kussten" ("When nightly 
we kissed each other "), is by Adalbert von Chamisso, and 
tells in fanciful fashion how the participators in the gentle 
practice were betrayed by the stars. The music is of 
the ballad type and is well suited to the poem. The 
author of the words of the third song i8 unknown 
" Der Wandrer von der Heimat weit " (" Tbe wand'rer 
in the lonelywood "), and they are somewhat mystical * but 
the music is interesting, the voice parts, designed for a 
soprano and baritone, possessing considerable independ- 
ence. The final song is a vivacious setting of Frederick 
Hebbel's poem " Ich und Du " ("Thou and I "j and is 
also suitable for a soprano and baritone. These duets 
merit the attention of cultured vocalists. 

Such singers will also find much pleasure in the twelve 
lyrics byFelixWeingartner, for theyreveal artistic endeavour 
and much accomplishment. The vocal part calls for 
singers of dramatic perception, the aim of the composer 
manifestly being to realise, we had almost said materialise, 
the spirit of the text. This in some cases results in a 
restlessness of tonality and occasional plunges into extra- 
neous keys not always justified by the effect produced; 
but the songs in their entirety possess a vividness and 
earnestness of expression that will make them welcome 
to many musicians. 

ChoraZ and Orchcstral Societics. By L. C. Venables. 
J Curwen and Sons, Limited.] 

THIS is an amplified edition (the third), now enlarged 
to 254 pages, of a popular and very useful manual by a 
conductor of long experience. Mr. Venables modestly 
designates his treatise a ' book of hints " on the organisation 
and man agement, business and musical, of choral and 
orchestral societies, but it more than answers to that 
description. The book is thoroughly practical and may 
be recommended to all who are interested in the subject of 
which it treats. 
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numbers, especially amongst the quartets, very beautiful 
music. . . . One of the loveliest amongst the numerous 
and effectively treated cnsembles is the melodious 
Ingemisco ' with its flowing vocal phrases. This is a 
most captivating movement, and under any circumstances 
would be considered a beautifully finished piece, even if 
performed by itself and without the sacred text." 

The General Anxciger wrote: " The music is far removed 
from what we understand by sacred music, but the work 
is musically effective, and a thankful task for soli, choir 
and orchestra. The wealth of melodic material is remark- 
able, and so is the wonderful euphony of a large number of 
movements. There can be no doubt that the work has 
emanated from the composer's truly religious feeling." 

The critic of the Ncueste Nachrichter is of 
opinion that " The impression produced by the work 
was great and lasting. The accents in which the 
French master speaks are well calculated to elevate 
and impress, and the hearer follows the composer 
willingly into the world of his thought and phantasy." 
He calls the concert one of the best of the season and 
thanks the Gesang-Verein for enabling music-lovers to make 
the acquaintance of such an original and beautiful work 
which raises the hope that they may soon hear the com- 
poser's companion trilogy," The Redemption." 

The Volksblatt wrotev "The choruses are treated 
throughout in a characteristic manner and they sound well. 
Perhaps the most effective number is the imposing fugal 
chorus ' Hosanna in Excelsis ' * other movements, such as 
the 'A custodia matutina' and the Epilogue, are very 
beautiful. In the second part one beautiful and effective 
number follows another, the choruses in this part being 
extremely characteristic and full of dramatic power." 

The critics are unanimous in eulogising the enthusiastic 
zeal and tireless energy which Herr Steinhauer brought to 
bear upon the preparations for a performance that should 
be worthy of the great work, and the artistic result of his 
encertions, both before and during the performance, was 
such that the French master's trilogy will very likely soon 
be heard in other towns of the Fatherland. 

REVIEWS. 
__ 

OriginaZ Compositions for the Organ, Nos. 260 and 26I. 
Organ Arrangements. Edited by George C. Martin. 

Nos. 4g-sr. 
Scherwo. Composed for the Organ by W. S. Hoyte. 

[Novello and Company Limited.] 
THE first of the above pieces for the "King of 

Instruments," entitled " Fantasia," is by the late Charles 
Edward Stephens. It is, however, a Fantasia on 
the familiar old Psalm-tune " St. James's," composed 
by Ralph Courteville, organist of St. James's Church 
Piccadilly, I697. Perhaps this complement of the title 
will be added in a future reprint, also that the work was 
dedicated by the composer to his friend, Dr. Edward J. 
Hopkins. It need hardly be said that the Fantasia 
consisting of a series of variations on the aforesaid Psalm- 
tune, is a solid piece of work which will well repay the 
attention of organists who seek for something more 
satisfying than " sugary " variations. The fugue, with 
which the work concludes, is characteristic of those 
contrapuntal qualifications which the late Mr. Stephens 
possessed in a high degree. The next number (26I) iS a 
Postlude in F, by Dr. Varley Roberts, organist of Magdalen 
College, Oxford. Brightness and freedom from difficulties 
are two of the qualifications which may recommend this 
effective and sequential voluntary. A short episode in 
A flat affords a pleasant relief to the main sections. 

The three numbers of the organ arrangements now 
before us speak for themselves. The first (No. 49) is a 
simplified arrangement of Molique's popular march from 
his oratorio of ' Abraham," transcribed by Mr. Arthur C. 
Edwards. This march was in the rertoire of the late 
W. T. Best, and in this new arrangement it wil1 doubtless 
find acceptance with other organists. The O^erture to 
Spohr's $4 Calvary," with its peculiar notation of eight 
crotchets in a bar, is the next of the series (No. so) 
followed by the last movement of Mendelssohn's " Hymn 
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consisting of a series of variations on the aforesaid Psalm- 
tune, is a solid piece of work which will well repay the 
attention of organists who seek for something more 
satisfying than " sugary " variations. The fugue, with 
which the work concludes, is characteristic of those 
contrapuntal qualifications which the late Mr. Stephens 
possessed in a high degree. The next number (26I) iS a 
Postlude in F, by Dr. Varley Roberts, organist of Magdalen 
College, Oxford. Brightness and freedom from difficulties 
are two of the qualifications which may recommend this 
effective and sequential voluntary. A short episode in 
A flat affords a pleasant relief to the main sections. 

The three numbers of the organ arrangements now 
before us speak for themselves. The first (No. 49) is a 
simplified arrangement of Molique's popular march from 
his oratorio of ' Abraham," transcribed by Mr. Arthur C. 
Edwards. This march was in the rertoire of the late 
W. T. Best, and in this new arrangement it wil1 doubtless 
find acceptance with other organists. The O^erture to 
Spohr's $4 Calvary," with its peculiar notation of eight 
crotchets in a bar, is the next of the series (No. so) 
followed by the last movement of Mendelssohn's " Hymn 

numbers, especially amongst the quartets, very beautiful 
music. . . . One of the loveliest amongst the numerous 
and effectively treated cnsembles is the melodious 
Ingemisco ' with its flowing vocal phrases. This is a 
most captivating movement, and under any circumstances 
would be considered a beautifully finished piece, even if 
performed by itself and without the sacred text." 

The General Anxciger wrote: " The music is far removed 
from what we understand by sacred music, but the work 
is musically effective, and a thankful task for soli, choir 
and orchestra. The wealth of melodic material is remark- 
able, and so is the wonderful euphony of a large number of 
movements. There can be no doubt that the work has 
emanated from the composer's truly religious feeling." 

The critic of the Ncueste Nachrichter is of 
opinion that " The impression produced by the work 
was great and lasting. The accents in which the 
French master speaks are well calculated to elevate 
and impress, and the hearer follows the composer 
willingly into the world of his thought and phantasy." 
He calls the concert one of the best of the season and 
thanks the Gesang-Verein for enabling music-lovers to make 
the acquaintance of such an original and beautiful work 
which raises the hope that they may soon hear the com- 
poser's companion trilogy," The Redemption." 

The Volksblatt wrotev "The choruses are treated 
throughout in a characteristic manner and they sound well. 
Perhaps the most effective number is the imposing fugal 
chorus ' Hosanna in Excelsis ' * other movements, such as 
the 'A custodia matutina' and the Epilogue, are very 
beautiful. In the second part one beautiful and effective 
number follows another, the choruses in this part being 
extremely characteristic and full of dramatic power." 

The critics are unanimous in eulogising the enthusiastic 
zeal and tireless energy which Herr Steinhauer brought to 
bear upon the preparations for a performance that should 
be worthy of the great work, and the artistic result of his 
encertions, both before and during the performance, was 
such that the French master's trilogy will very likely soon 
be heard in other towns of the Fatherland. 

REVIEWS. 
__ 

OriginaZ Compositions for the Organ, Nos. 260 and 26I. 
Organ Arrangements. Edited by George C. Martin. 
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Scherwo. Composed for the Organ by W. S. Hoyte. 
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